MADD Group To Organize Monday Night

Mothers Against Drunk Drivers will hold an organizational meeting from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Monday in Lafayette City Hall.

MADD chairman Dr. May Waggoner stressed that anyone concerned about the drunk driving problem may attend. She added that people don't have to be a "victim" to get involved.

"We're trying to help the future victim before it goes that far," Dr. Waggoner said.

Scheduled topics of the meeting include: the signing of four petitions encouraging and endorsing present and future action against drunk driving; a short review of the drunk driving problem; the organization of MADD with a call for active volunteers; and membership program and goals for the Lafayette provisional chapter.

MADD was formed in California in May, 1980, by Candy Lightner following her daughter's death at the hands of a repeat drunk driver. Mrs. Lightner was in Lafayette in January as a guest of the Acadiana Safety Association.

For more information, contact Rob Davis at 234-4640.